A new regime of convection, with a unprecedented heat transfer efficiency (N u ∼ Ra 0.38 ) has been observed in Grenoble in 1996 and named the Ultimate Regime. Following the predicition of Kraichnan in 1962, this regime has been interpreted as the asymptotic regime of convection, expected in the limit of very high thermal forcing (Ra → ∞). A systematic study of the experimental conditions for the triggering of the Ultimate Regime has been conducted over the last decade. It revealed that the transition threshold is dependent on an unknown fixed length scale of the convection cells, in addition to the expected dependence versus the cell height. The cell diameter is a good candidate for this unknown scale and the observed sensitivity to the sidewall conditions tends to support this view. In the present study, we test an alternative candidate length scale associated with flatness defects of the heating and cooling plates. This hypothesis was tested by measuring the heat transfer in an elongated cell (aspect ratio 0.23) before and after introducing a controlled alteration of its surface flatness. Four smooth depressions have been formed on each plate, and their depth is of the order of the thermal boundary thickness at transition. The measurements show that such defect has no significant influence on the transition to the Ultimate Regime.
Introduction
A common model system to investigate thermal convection is the Rayleigh-Bénard cell. Inside a RB-convection cell, flow is driven by temperature difference between the top and bottom plates. Such an experiment is parameterized by a few dimensionless numbers. The Rayleigh number Ra = gα∆h 3 /νκ characterizes the temperature difference between the top and bottom plates ∆ = T bottom − T top . The Prandtl number P r = ν/κ specifies the molecular transport properties of the investigated flow. While the aspect ratio Γ = d/h describes the geometrical conditions of the cylindrical RB-cell. g is the gravity. ν and κ are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity. α is the thermal expansion coefficient. h and d are cell height and cell diameter. For given Ra, P r and Γ, the system response can be characterized by the Nusselt number N u =Q convection /Q diffusion , which is the convective heat transport normalized by the diffusive heat transport that would settle in the absence of convection. Nearly fifteen years ago, a transition to an enhanced heat transfer, compared to the well established hard turbulence N u ∼ Ra 1/3 -scaling, was reported at high Ra (Chavanne et al., 1997) . This observation was interpreted as the asymptotic regime of convection, predicted by Kraichnan (1962) and named Ultimate Regime. Over the recent years, intensive experimental efforts were made to understand this Ultimate Regime (Roche et al. (2010) and reference within). These investigations have shown that for a fixed P r the triggering of the Ultimate Regime occurs at different Ra in cells of different heights but similar diameter. The transition Ra scales like ∼ Γ −3 for Γ of order 1, which suggests that a length scale common to all cells controls the transition (Roche et al., 2010) . The systematic experimental study which evidenced the existence of this length scale also showed that it cannot be associated with deviations from the Boussinesq approximation, from details on the sidewall nor with a P r dependence (Roche et al., 2010) . The cryogenic environment and protocol of this previous study allowed to exclude length scales which would be related with residual heat leak (shown to be negligible regarding to cryogenic vacuum isolation of the suspended cell, and low black body radiation around 6 K), plate thermal response static/dynamic cut-off (due to high conductivity and low thermal inertia of cryogenic copper) or cell filling procedure (the cell is operated after being closed by a micro valve located close to the cell and isolated by a thermal siphon). Possible remaining fixed length scales are the cell diameter and length scales related with a residual defect in the flatness of the plates. Such defect on flatness could possibly favour the transition if the thermal boundary layer in the vicinity of the plates is thin enough to feel these defects. In the present study, we compare the heat transfer in an elongated cylindrical cell (Γ = 0.23, figure 1) before and after alteration of the top and bottom thermal plates. For reference, we point that recent numerical simulations have been done in this elongated geometry (Stevens et al., 2011) .
Experiment description
The diameter of the cells is 10 cm with a height of 43 cm. The plates are made of annealed OFHC copper and are 2.5 cm thick. The conductivity of the plates is 1090 W/mK at 4.2 K and was measured in situ. As a first experiment we measured the heat transfer through a cell with very smooth and even plates. First measurements have already been published in (Roche et al., Figure 2 . Measurements of the flatness of the top (left) and bottom (left) plates. The color scale is in [mm] and negative values correspond to cavities. 2010) but are extended in the present paper. We then machined these bottom and top plates to alter both, their roughness and flatness. The measured roughness of the smooth plates was between ra = 0.15 µm and ra = 1 µm and are planar within ±4 µm except for a 15 µm bump at one point of the perimeter of the bottom plate. The alteration of the plates consisted in digging four 250 µm deep cavities (figure 2) and sandblasting the surface with glass spheres. The planeity defect has the same characteristic size as the thermal boundary layer thickness λ θ h/2N u at the high Ra of interest (Ra ∼ 2 · 10 12 ). The sandblasting results in an enhanced roughness of the plate surfaces, which is ra = (2.95 ± 0.10) µm. The sidewall is made of seamless stainless steal and has thickness of 550 µm. It has a measured thermal conductance of 163 µW/K at 4.7 K. The influence of the sidewall conduction was taken into account using the analytical correction described in (Roche et al., 2001) and verified in (Verzicco, 2002) . The impact of the sidewall conduction is negligible at very high Ra. The assembly of the plate-sidewall connection is optimized to prevent "corner" thermal effects, as described in (Gauthier et al., 2007) . The measurement protocol is described in (Roche et al., 2010) and its main points are recalled below.
"The top plate is cooled by a helium bath at 4.2 K through a calibrated thermal resistance (several KW −1 at 6 K). The temperature is regulated by a PID controller. A constant and distributed Joule heating P is delivered on the bottom plate. The heat leak from the bottom plate to the surroundings has been measured in situ in few experiments ( 200 nW at 4.7 K ) and it is three to four decades smaller than the lowest heating applied on the bottom plate to generate convection. This leak is mainly due to the radiative transfer to the environment at 4.2 K. This excellent thermal control is one of the advantages of our cryogenic environment over room temperature convection experiments, along with the excellent thermal properties of the Cu, which provide isothermal plates to the highest heat flux (Verzicco, 2004) . The temperature difference ∆ between the plates is measured with an accuracy down to 0.1 mK, thanks to specifically designed thermocouples. For comparison, the smallest ∆ in our experiments are about 10 mK. The temperature of each plate is measured with various Ge thermistances. Their calibration is checked in situ against the critical temperature T c of the fluid with a resolution of 0.2 mK. To avoid a common misunderstanding, we stress that all the N u(Ra) measurements are done far away 
Results and Conclusion
The investigated Pr-Ra parameter space is shown in figure 3 and the heat transfer measurements are plotted in figure 4, using the same symbols. The explanation of the symbols (see figure 3 corresponds to the chronological order of the data acquisition. The measured Nu and the corresponding Ra and Pr are listed in Appendix A for the reference cell and in Appendix B for the altered cell, including the density ρ in kg/m 3 , the mean temperature T in K and the temperature difference between the bottom and the top plates ∆ in mK. A bi-valued Nu is observed with typical 14 % difference between the upper and the lower sets of measurement. Such a bi-stability of heat transfer at high Ra, already reported in a cell with a larger Γ = 0.5 (Roche et al., 2002) , is interpreted as a result of the bi-stability of the large scale circulation in the flow (Roche et al., 2002; Verzicco & Camussi, 2003) . But we have to point out that a direct experimental proof of this interpretation is missing. Regardless of the characteristic of the large scale circulation, both the upper and lower subset of Nu experience the transition (defined as a significant change of N u(Ra) scaling) around Ra 2 · 10 12 leading to a scaling N u ∼ Ra 0.42 on the high Ra side. For each experimental condition, the cell seemed "locked" either on the upper or the lower branch. After the system jumped into the lower branch, it stayed there until the end of the experiment. We note that the lower branch seemed to reconnect smoothly to the upper branch, although further investigations would be need to confirm this point. While an observation of bi-stability could only be seen on the reference cell with smooth and even plates, the transition to the Ultimate Regime occurs in both cells, which is the main result of this paper. We cannot exclude that one of the cell is effected by a residual tilt, which might be cause or prevent bi-stability. As a main conclusion, planeity defects on the plates of Rayleigh-Bénard cell seem to have little impact of the occurence of a transition to the Ultimate Regime of convection, at least when the typical depth of these defects is comparable to the thickness of the thermal boundary layers. Furthermore at a given P r the N u ∼ Ra 1/3 -regime is evidenced very clearly in this elongated cell, suggesting that the confinement by the sidewall "breaks" the long range correlation which prevents a interaction between the plates. This suggest that small aspect ratio cells are adequate to investigate the N u ∼ Ra 1/3 scaling regime. 
